Thursday 11 July
Afternoon/Evening
Arrivals - check in – Lopiano’s visit - supper

Friday 12 July
Morning
Welcomes - greetings - Summer School illustration

Game, sport, selection culture and inclusion culture
Gennaro Testa - Sociologist of Sport – Professor at Università di Firenze

Frontal lesson and workshop to develop skills

Afternoon
Game and Sport as place of values training.
Futval Project
Mario Delverme - Scholas Occurrentes Italia

Frontal report and workshop about ludic and sport activity methodology, preparation and simulation.

Evening
Free time

www.sportmeet.org

Location
Lopiano - Auditorium
Figline/Incisa Val d’Arno (FI)
Italy

By car
Speedway A1
Exit: Incisa Val d’Arno

By train
Florence-Rome connection
Station: Incisa or Figline Val d’Arno

By plane
Vespucci Airport (Florence)

Shuttle bus from train station (round trip)
Select the option in the apply form
€ 5,00 from Incisa Station
€ 10,00 from Figline Val d’Arno Station
(pay cash there)
Saturday 13 July

Morning
Sportmeet contribution to the Culture of sport
Paolo Cipolli – Sportmeet President

Sports4Peace experiences

Sports4Peace project, methodology and content
Alois Hechenberger – game Pedagodue- Professor at Università di Bolzano

Frontal report and workshop with games for technical and pedagogic-relationship’s skills development.

Afternoon
Sports4Peace – workshops
Dialogue

Evening
Trekking with stars

Domenica 14 Luglio

Morning
Sportmeet: Challenges and opportunities
Sportmeet Commission

Working opportunities and network development
Active laboratory

Open dialogue and conclusion

Participation fee
Full event costs and full board, from supper 11/07/19 to lunch 14/07/19
Double/tripled room with bathroom at the same floor 120,00 €

Full period extra fee for single bedroom 60,00 €

Application and information
Send application form with the bank transfer's copy attached to: info@sportmeet.org

Payment deadline 30/06/19

IBAN IT20 0030 6909 6061 0000 0001 183
Holder: Sportmeet for a United World Bank transfer object: Summer School 2019, participant name and surname

What you need
Sport clothes
Torch